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Sid Avery, a Hollywood photographer who was known for capturing the private moments of 
stars like Elizabeth Taylor, Rock Hudson, James Dean and Audrey Hepburn, died on July 1 in 
Los Angeles. He was 83. 
 
Mr. Avery's work in the 1950's and 60's was a departure from the glamorized, soft-focus 
portraits of an earlier Hollywood era when images of the stars were tightly controlled by the 
major studios. Mr. Avery showed celebrities on the movie set between takes and away from the 
job, relaxing with the family or engaged in household chores. ''He shot them as people rather 
than as icons,'' said David Barentholtz, the owner of Apex Fine Art, a Los Angeles gallery that 
represents Mr. Avery's work. 
 
Among his candid photographs are ones of Marlon Brando taking out the garbage (below), Rock 
Hudson emerging from the shower to take a phone call and Audrey Hepburn riding her bike at 
Paramount Studios with a shaggy Yorkshire terrier in the basket. 

 
But, as Mr. Avery later acknowledged, the 
pictures were not always as natural as 
they seemed. In an interview in 1990 with 
''CBS This Morning,'' Mr. Avery told of a 
photo shoot in Mr. Brando's home. 
 
''I finally got to the point where I said, 'I'd 
like to take a picture of you in the kitchen, 
but your kitchen is so dirty.' It was up to 
your chest in old bags and paper cartons 
and ants and a lot of other things. I don't 
think he'd ever cleaned it, and I hinted, 'If 
you'd just clean up your act a little bit, then 
we could take pictures.' '' 
 
Among the results were the photo of 
Brando and the garbage. 
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Sid Avery, one of six children, was born on Oct. 12, 1918, in Akron, Ohio, and moved to Los 
Angeles with his family when he was a year old. He was introduced to the darkroom by an 
uncle, Max Tatch, a landscape and architectural photographer. As a teenager, he found an old 
camera in the trash, cleaned it up and began a lifelong obsession. 

 
 
 
During World War II, Mr. Avery served in the 
Army Signal Corps and was stationed in London 
and Paris, where he helped establish the photo 
processing agency for film from the European 
theater of operations. After the war, he returned 
to Los Angeles, where he took on commercial 
assignments and started doing celebrity shots. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Response Questions:  
1. Based on the information about Sid Avery’s photography in the article, what is “candid 

photography”? 
2. Who were the subjects of Sid Avery’s photos? 
3. Why were Avery’s photos different from the popular photography of the time? 

 


